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Bert Hellinger is the originator and founder of Familienstellen.
His spirit of research, pioneering and creation never rested.
Bert Hellinger and Sophie Hellinger called the results
of this long-time joint research work Hellinger sciencia®.
Hellinger sciencia® is the "science of all interpersonal relationships".
The quintessence of this is 112 books in 41 languages. In the VideoArchive of Hellinger sciencia®,
Hellinger® publications exist over 4000 hours of teaching and learning videos and audio recordings.

BERT HELLINGER
recognized the basic principles of
life, which he called the "Orders
of Love". Since then, we have
been able to see the relationships
amongpeople in a different
context, to understand them and to
communicate them to others for the
success of life. With this deep look into the
soul, we see through the secret movements of
a person.
They are always motives of love, but in full
realization they can also cause disasters, for
oneself and others. Spontaneous evaluations
of another person are superficial and do not
do justice to the secret, fundamental dynamics
behind them.
The Hellinger®schule is committed to the
contents and insights of Hellinger scienca®. It
conveys these in a way that can be experienced
in real life, in theory and practice. Furthermore,
it guarantees the preservation of the quality
and purity of Original Hellinger® Familienstellen
in the spirit and sense of Bert and Sophie
Hellinger. It is the connection to the origin of
these still incomprehensible insights of Bert
Hellinger. He was always far ahead of the times.
Only today epigenetics provides the evidence
for this.
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SOPHIE HELLINGER
founded the Hellinger®schule in
2000 and led it to worldwide
success.
The Hellinger®schule is first and
foremost a school for success in all
areas of life.
The Hellinger®schule serves all those who want
to make more out of their lives and are ready to
set their lives on the path to success. As such, it
gives people the fundamental tools in seminars
and in online courses, and they go from being
victims to shapers of their own lives.
The Hellinger®schule is a school and
educational measure recognized by the
government of Upper Bavaria and sees itself
as an institution for continued education for
adults.
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EDUCATION

For Original Hellinger® Family Constellator
Directly at source
Duration of complete education becoming an Original Hellinger® Family Constellator

•
•
•
•
•

Start is possible at any time!
18 modules - mainly from Friday to Sunday
6 additional seminars according to free choice of topic
Expected module/seminar dates every 4-6 weeks
Written 60 page thesis - own experiences and case studies

Training concept
Start - STAGE 1
If one's own problems are solved, this is already the basis for a successful life,
professionally and privately.

Module I:

Me as a starting point

Setting up personal issues

Module II:

Me and my solution

Recognising one's own entanglements and backgrounds in order to act
and not just react

Module III:

Me and my strength

Mother, the source of life – Recognising love and attachment

Module IV:

Me and my partner

Module V:

Me and Cosmic Power

Helping people to help themselves in all situations of life

Module VI:

Me and my family

How peace, joy, love and happiness come into my family
What does family mean to me?

Love of husband and wife, parenthood and what it takes to succeed
®

Module VII: Me and my success

Father - The foundation for stability, strength and clarity in life

This is how it continues
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GraduatION with diploma
70 % Online participation possible
30 % On-site participation mandatory
STAGE 2
Diploma training becoming an Original Hellinger® Family Constellator

Module VIII:

Me and my health

A new view of the meaning and background of illness

Module IX:

Me and my life

How much we love a good conscience and its effect in daily
life

Module X:

Me and my wishes

The way to your own actions and meaning of life

Module XI:

Me and my targets

Occupation and vocation, performance, success and what
this requires

Module XII:

Hellinger® Camp

International exchange, connection, experiencing new things,
being there in the field of the source

Module XIII:

Family Constellation EXERCISING

Guiding constellations independently under observation and
supervision

Module XIV:

Me and my happiness

Experience success, life, love, how this works for me

Module XV:

Family Constellation EXERCISING

Guiding constellations independently under observation and
supervision

Module XVI:

Me and my body

The body as the accumulator of all information

Module XVII:

Family Constellation EXERCISING

Guiding constellations independently under observation and
supervision

Module XVIII:

Me, my work and the money as an
Family Constellator

How do I integrate the basic principles of life into my
present and future professional career or studies so that my
profession gains momentum and is crowned with success, so
that the joy of it remains.

Important: Personal presence is mandatory for modules XII, XIII, XV, XVII and XVIII.
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EDUCATION

For Original Hellinger® Family Constellator
Directly at source
Selection of learning content
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LEvel 1

Orders of Love - Basic laws of life, their effects and their applications
Basics of constellation work - What for, when, how is constellation work used and applied?
Family of origin and present family - Recognizing what is beneficial and what is burdensome in our family
Who belongs to the system? Knowing the laws that define belonging
The consequences of abortion and adoption are still unknown and underestimated by far. Information
on their risks and effects
What is meant by systemic entanglement?
What are primary and secondary feelings? How can they be recognized and changed?
Good and bad conscience - where do they lead to? What is their meaning?
Couple relationship - joy and sorrow - how does happiness return and continue?
Do you also often have feelings of guilt and how much do they burden you?
What is a phenomenological posture and what does it do? How do I live it?
Training of perception - The presence leads far beyond any imagination - towards love and success,
freedom and joy
Self-awareness, supervision and practical training

OF THE TRAINING INCLUDES A TOTAL OF 175 EDUCATIONAL HOURS OF 45 MINUTES EACH.

The first 7 modules are an indispensable life training for personal growth, especially for private and
professional life. At the same time, Level 1 is the prerequisite for the aspired profession of Original
Hellinger® Family Constellator
The Modules of Level 1 serve the personal development and the liberation from given old images
and burdens. In this way, insights are gained that form the basis for avoiding stressful situations,
resolving conflicts and maintaining health. These Modules form a very special benefit for the daily
professional and private life, in order to create and maintain the basis for happiness there. Those
who do not know these basic laws of life will often find themselves in the wrong place. A lifelong
struggle and lack of recognition despite enormous effort can be the consequences.

LEvel 2

is designed for people who want to dive deeper into the work of Original Hellinger® Familienstellen
and acquire a professional diploma. Be it as an additional training to the profession practiced so far
or for a completely new orientation.
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GraduatION with diploma
70 % Online participation possible
30 % On-site participation mandatory

In addition, 6 seminars, with different topics are mandatory for the completion of the
diploma. Each seminar includes 15 educational hours, for a total of 90 educational hours.

The diploma education is completed with the writing of a thesis of 60 pages. Before that, the topic must be
submitted, as well as a 7-page description of the content.
Starting from Module 10, the student can ask for support for writing their diploma thesis.
Detailed information about the diploma thesis can be requested in time from us
be requested in time (education@hellinger.com).
As a requirement for graduation, evidence of:
• Training Modules
• 6 seminars of free choice
• Reading and study of certain books

The Practice Modules can only be attended if one is enrolled in the training and
can provide evidence of 10 completed module.
For the diploma degree, a total of 4 Practical Certificates must be submitted,
which can be acquired in the Practice Modules.
Under the supervision of a lecturer, 2 constellations are to be led independently. 2 short lectures with the following
topics:
• Origin, meaning, aim and purpose of Familienstellen
• Ideas on how to integrate this work into one's own profession
The lecturer or the Hellinger®schuledecides whether the work is passed or not. After successful completion, the
graduate receives a diploma from the Hellinger®schule.
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EDUCATION

For Original Hellinger® Family Constellator
Directly at source
For the entire duration of the course, an
• annual enrollment fee in the amount of 100, Euro and
• the annual Hellinger®Membership in the amount of 100, Euro

Participation requirements for the diploma training
•
•
•
•

No high school diploma is required
A completed vocational training
A 5-year professional record
Exceptions apply for university students

Certification

At source of Original Hellinger® Family Constellation
Completion with diploma
Committed to ongoing training

Seminar dates

Start is possible at any time!
Next dates: can be found at our website www.hellinger.com/en/seminars

Venue

Bad Reichenhall, Germany / Online

International Education &
Training Concept 2020
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18 Module € 800,- each with on-site attendance / € 750,- each with online attendance
+ 6 separate seminars (cost depending on announcement), exclusive online attendance possible
Solely online participation in these 6 seminars is also possible

Valid of December 2020
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further education

On-site or even by 100 % live streaming possible
Solving own problems and difficulties - this is the first step to personal development,
progress and success in all areas of life
Duration
• Start is possible at any time!
• 7 Modules (always Friday to Sunday)
• Estimated seminar dates all 4 to 6 weeks

Content
•
•
•
•
•
•

What does prevent me committing me to a clear YES to life?
Help for self-help. What does help you more than an excellent self perception?
To learn and to exercise. What does mean discipline for itself?
How do I recognize whether I am a victim or the cause of the difficult life situations?
Did I assume involuntary problems of the family history?
Is there a right place for everyone? How do I recognize and how do I find it?

Modul-Übersicht:
Module I:

Me as a starting point

Setting up personal issues for a successful life

Module II:

Me and my solution

Solving own entanglements and problems

Module III: Me and my strength

Mother, the source of life. Am I aware of this?

Module IV: Me and my partner
Module V:

Love of man and woman and parenthood

Me and Cosmic Power Helping people to help themselves, responsibility for their own health
®

Module VI: Me and my family

How peace, joy, love and happiness come into my family

Module VII: Me and my success

Father - The foundation for stability in life
Becoming a father is easy, but being a father is difficult

Certificate of attendance provided by Hellinger®School - Source of Family Constellation

Investment

7 modules € 800,- on-site / € 750,- online

Subject to change

Seminar dates

Start is possible at any time!
Next dates: can be found at our website www.hellinger.com/en/seminars

Venue

Bad Reichenhall, Germany / Online
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Looking
forward to
WELCOMING
you
If you have any questions concerning
our education concept or your registration, we are happy to provide
answers and additional information.
education@hellinger.com
phone 0049 8652 656465
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